Best of BYU A Cappella 2014

1. Familiar Ring
   When Can I See You Again/What Makes You Beautiful

2. Noteworthy
   Parachute

3. Familiar Ring
   Perfect

4. Attention
   Let It Go

5. Familiar Ring
   Not broken

6. Up Beat
   Demons

7. Noteworthy
   Say (All I Need)

8. Grace
   Pompeii

9. Familiar Ring
   Counting Stars

10. Beyond Measure
    Burn

11. BYU Vocal Point
    Black Balloon*

12. BYU Vocal Point
    Remember When It Rained*

* Bonus Tracks

BOBA 2014
Best of BYU A Cappella
**Familiar Ring – When Can I See You Again/What Makes You Beautiful**
Singers: McKay Blazan, Preston Ader, Michael Christiansen, Taylor Green, Spencer Frame, Andrew Gusteaux, Kyle Nelson, Daniel Reifsteck, and Matt Winn
Solists: Spencer Frame, Matt Winn
Arranged by: Spencer Frame
Written by: Adam Young, Matt Thiessen, and Brian Lee; Rayn Yaccoa, Cerf Folk, Swan Kobeche, Jim Jacobs, and Warren Casey
As Performed By: Owl City and One Direction

**Noteworthy – Parachute**
Singers: Shirley Cole, Jordyn Crowley, Cassie Gonzalez, Melissa Keels, Janae Klumpp, Diana Kromel, Ena Meme, Marissa Quinn, Hannah Zenger
Solists: Melissa Quinn
Arranged by: Nabby Faduk
Written by: Andy Gladstone and Marshall Altman
As Performed By: Andy Gladstone

**Asymmetric – Perfect**
Singers: J.J. Smith, Jason On, Daniel Sadegh, Nick Tolle, Price Brown, Michelle Young
Solists: J.J. Smith, Price Brown
Arranged by: J.J. Smith
Written by: J.J. Smith, Price Brown, J.J. Smith, and Nick Tolle
As Performed By: J.J. Smith

**Attention – Let It Go**
Singers: J.J. Smith, Jason On, Daniel Sadegh, Nick Tolle, Price Brown, Michelle Young
Solists: J.J. Smith, Price Brown
Arranged by: J.J. Smith
Written by: J.J. Smith, Price Brown, J.J. Smith, and Nick Tolle
As Performed By: J.J. Smith

**Familiar Ring – Notbroken**
Singers: McKay Blazan, Preston Ader, Michael Christiansen, Taylor Green, Spencer Frame, Andrew Gusteaux, Kyle Nelson, Daniel Reifsteck, and Matt Winn
Solists: Kyle Nelson, Daniel Reifsteck, and Matt Winn
Arranged by: Spencer Frame
Written by: Spencer Frame
As Performed By: BYU Vocal Point

**Up Beat – Demons**
Singers: Chelsea Carlson, Jessie Carlson, Steve Christiansen, Andrew Huff, Jace Micheland, Austin Papetti, Seth Roberts, Tom Rowley, and Rob Swanson
Solists: Jessie Carlson and Tom Rowley
Arranged by: Jonathan Bank
Written by: Alexander Grant (pseud de Koot, Benjamin McKinney, Joshua Moser, Daniel Reifsteck, and Daniel Semmer
As Performed By: Imagine Dragons

**Noteworthy – Say (All I Need)**
Singers: Shirley Cole, Jordyn Crowley, Cassie Gonzalez, Mariah Valo, Janae Klumpp, Diana Kromel, Ena Meme, Marissa Quinn, Hannah Zenger
Solists: Marissa Quinn and Jordyn Crowley
Arranged by: Tatsiana Quinn
Written by: Ryan Tedder, Zach Filkins, Drew Brown, Edible Redder and Brent Kutzle
As Performed By: OneRepublic

**Grace – Pompeii**
Singers: Marshall Fein, Justin Carrell, Sarah Chong, Andrew Benjamin George, Janah Hadlock, Felicia Haynes, Lillia Kolden, Dean Kotten, C.J. Peterson, David Peterson, and Aralizy Bean
Solists: David Peterson
Arranged by: Charlie Bottling
Written by: Tom Smith
As Performed By: Bastille

**Familiar Ring – Counting Stars**
Singers: McKay Blazan, Preston Ader, Michael Christiansen, Taylor Green, Spencer Frame, Andrew Gusteaux, Brady Miller, Kyle Nelson, Daniel Reifsteck, and Matt Winn
Solists: Brady Miller
Arranged by: Spencer Frame
Written by: Ryan Tedder
As Performed By: OneRepublic

**Beyond Measure – Burn**
Singers: Brown Baker, Eric Cepeda, Abby Faduk, Skye Herndon, Davis Zeigler, Justin Lee, Sami Foster, Jessica Pastis, Kassidy Puckett, Logan Shelton, Jake Stull, and Felicia Tandey
Solists: Kassidy Puckett
Arranged by: Keith Reams
Written by: Ryan Tedder, Elle Goulding, Greg Kurstin, Mike Zarrow, and Drake Bell
As Performed By: Elle Goulding

**BYU Vocal Point – Black Balloon**
Singers: David Anderson, Davis Brown, C. Davis, Shelly Dunn, Nate Grisom, Kenneth Jackson, Adam Janes, Rokie Kinnison, and Josh Rich
Solists: Davis Brown
Arranged by: BYU Vocal Point
Written by: John Redzik
As Performed By: BYU Vocal Point

**BYU Vocal Point – Remember When It Rained**
Singers: Paul Badzak, Doug Clark, McKay Crockett, Keith Cullin, Mike Curnen, Tanner Nelson, Robert Seely, Tyler Billings, and Dean Zablocke
Solists: Mike Curnen
Arranged by: BYU Vocal Point
Written by: BYU Vocal Point
As Performed By: BYU Vocal Point

* Bonus Tracks